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reprint of the original first published in 1869 philip firmin son of dr brand firmin and of
lord ringwood s wealthy niece has been left a fortune at the death of his mother he discovers
that his father is being blackmailed by tufton hunt a clergyman who once performed a sham
marriage ceremony between brandon and caroline gann as related in a shabby genteel story hunt
now claims that the marriage was in fact valid and urges caroline to assert her rights and
disinherit philip by proving him illegitimate caroline who is now working as a nurse and in
this capacity has brought philip through a serious illness refuses to do this dr firmin loses
philip s money and his own through unwise speculation and flees to america and philip s
fiancée agnes twysden renounces him in favour of a wealthier rival philip now meets general
baynes one of the trustees of his lost fortune and falls in love with the general s daughter
charlotte he marries her in the teeth of her mother s opposition and struggles to support her
by becoming a journalist his troubles are ended when the lost will of his great uncle lord
ringwood is discovered and he is found to be the heir to the old man s riches this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant excerpt from the adventures of philip on his way through the
world showing who robbed him who helped him and who passed him by when the shabby genteel
story was first reprinted with other stories and sketches by mr thackeray collected together
under the title of miscellanies the following note was appended to it it was my intention to
complete the little story of which only the first part is here written perhaps novel readers
will understand even from the above chapters what was to ensue caroline was to be disowned and
deserted by her wicked husband that abandoned man was to marry somebody else hence about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more
at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works excerpt from
the adventures of philip on his way through the world vol 3 of 3 showing who robbed him who
helped him and who passed him by catherine a story don t tell me he would say though the
follar is as big as a life guardsman i would have doubled him up in two minutes i am very glad
for poor char lotte s sake and his own that philip did not undergo the doubling up process he
himself felt such a wrath and surprise at his employer as i suppose a lion does when a little
dog attacks him i should not like to be that little dog nor does my modest and peaceful nature
at all prompt and impel me to combat with lions it was mighty well mr philip firmin had shown
his spirit and quarrelled with his bread and butter about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant excerpt from the adventures of philip on his way through the world vol 1 of 3
shewing who robbed him who helped him and who passed him not attend her own son when he is ill
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said my mother she does not deserve to have a son and mrs pendennis looked towards her own
only darling whilst uttering this indignant exclamation as she looked i know what passed
through her mind she nursed me she dressed me in little caps and long clothes she attired me
in my first jacket and trousers she watched at my bedside through my infantile and juvenile
ailments she tended me through all my life she held me to her heart with infinite prayers and
blessings she is no longer with us to bless and pray but from heaven where she is i know her
love pursues me and often and often i think she is here only invisible mrs firmin would be of
no good growled dr goodenough she would have hysterics and the nurse would have two patients
to look after about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated
in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works the adventures of philip on his way through the world is an unchanged high quality
reprint of the original edition of 1882 hansebooks is editor of the literature on different
topic areas such as research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine
and other genres as a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature many
works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only hansebooks
newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become
rare and historical knowledge for the future excerpt from the adventures of philip on his way
through the world shewing who robbed him who helped him and who passed him by vol 1 of 3 to
which is prefixed a shabby genteel story rm 1 1 11 how mas gm ascsmn rvo loncsas 18 iii a
smear gsxrssr dims all orssa incr nmrrs or a man naruns 34 iv in wsrcu ma frrcu raoams ms lovr
aim mn brandon rssranss ros wa 54 v comma a can deal or courmcurn lova dsscnrsss a sums
gsxrnsr ass non lon nurse 86 about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works the world is a much different place in the 46th
century many different beings inhabit the earth where once humans alone ruled the world fauns
centaurs even dragons and dwarves live peacefully in and with the environment growing up in
this world can be challenging and yet wonderful this is an adventure story of a young faun
phillip given the mission of his life he finds many friends along the way they encounter
danger and delight in amazing places that they have never seen before phillip learns many
things about himself and about others along the way and starts to find his place and purpose
in the world then this faun with a heart for healing is challenged beyond all expectations can
one young faun help change the whole world excerpt from the adventures of philip on his way
through the world showing who robbed him who helped him and who passed him by to which is
prefixed a shabby genteel story soon after the marriage the happy pair returned to eng land
occupying the house in thames street city until the death of gann senior when his son becoming
head of the firm of gann blubbery quitted the dismal precincts of billingsgate and colonized
in the neighborhood of putney where a neat box a couple of spare bedrooms a good cellar and a
smart gig to drive into and out from town made a real gentleman of him mrs gann treated him
with much scorn to be sure called him a sot and abused hugely the male com panions that he
brought down with him to putney honest james would listen meekly would yield and would bring
down a brace more friends the next day with whom he would dis cuss his accustomed number of
bottles of port about this period a daughter was born to him called caroline branden burg gann
so named after a large mansion near hammersmith and an injured queen who lived there at the
time of the little girl s birth and who was greatly compassioned and patronized by mrs james
gann and other ladies of distinction mrs james was a lady in those days and gave evening
parties of the very first order at this period of time mrs james gann sent the twins rosalind
clancy and isabella finnigan wellesley macarty to a boarding school for young ladies and
grumbled much at the amount of the half years bills which her husband was called upon to pay
for them for though james discharged them with perfect good humor his lady began to entertain
a mean opinion indeed of her pretty young children they could expect no fortune she said from
mr gann and she wondered that he should think of bringing them up expensively when he had a
darling child of his own for whom he was bound to save all the money that he could lay by
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works this work
has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base
of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains
as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
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libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks
etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library
stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Adventures of Philip 2020-09-22

reprint of the original first published in 1869

The Adventures of Philip, Vol. 2 1911

philip firmin son of dr brand firmin and of lord ringwood s wealthy niece has been left a
fortune at the death of his mother he discovers that his father is being blackmailed by tufton
hunt a clergyman who once performed a sham marriage ceremony between brandon and caroline gann
as related in a shabby genteel story hunt now claims that the marriage was in fact valid and
urges caroline to assert her rights and disinherit philip by proving him illegitimate caroline
who is now working as a nurse and in this capacity has brought philip through a serious
illness refuses to do this dr firmin loses philip s money and his own through unwise
speculation and flees to america and philip s fiancée agnes twysden renounces him in favour of
a wealthier rival philip now meets general baynes one of the trustees of his lost fortune and
falls in love with the general s daughter charlotte he marries her in the teeth of her mother
s opposition and struggles to support her by becoming a journalist his troubles are ended when
the lost will of his great uncle lord ringwood is discovered and he is found to be the heir to
the old man s riches

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1869

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Adventures of Philip 1911

excerpt from the adventures of philip on his way through the world showing who robbed him who
helped him and who passed him by when the shabby genteel story was first reprinted with other
stories and sketches by mr thackeray collected together under the title of miscellanies the
following note was appended to it it was my intention to complete the little story of which
only the first part is here written perhaps novel readers will understand even from the above
chapters what was to ensue caroline was to be disowned and deserted by her wicked husband that
abandoned man was to marry somebody else hence about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World
2020-03-14

excerpt from the adventures of philip on his way through the world vol 3 of 3 showing who
robbed him who helped him and who passed him by catherine a story don t tell me he would say
though the follar is as big as a life guardsman i would have doubled him up in two minutes i
am very glad for poor char lotte s sake and his own that philip did not undergo the doubling
up process he himself felt such a wrath and surprise at his employer as i suppose a lion does
when a little dog attacks him i should not like to be that little dog nor does my modest and
peaceful nature at all prompt and impel me to combat with lions it was mighty well mr philip
firmin had shown his spirit and quarrelled with his bread and butter about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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ADVENTURES OF PHILIP, 2019

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The adventures of Philip, vol. II 1896

excerpt from the adventures of philip on his way through the world vol 1 of 3 shewing who
robbed him who helped him and who passed him not attend her own son when he is ill said my
mother she does not deserve to have a son and mrs pendennis looked towards her own only
darling whilst uttering this indignant exclamation as she looked i know what passed through
her mind she nursed me she dressed me in little caps and long clothes she attired me in my
first jacket and trousers she watched at my bedside through my infantile and juvenile ailments
she tended me through all my life she held me to her heart with infinite prayers and blessings
she is no longer with us to bless and pray but from heaven where she is i know her love
pursues me and often and often i think she is here only invisible mrs firmin would be of no
good growled dr goodenough she would have hysterics and the nurse would have two patients to
look after about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated
in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works

The adventures of Philip 1903

the adventures of philip on his way through the world is an unchanged high quality reprint of
the original edition of 1882 hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas
such as research and science travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other
genres as a publisher we focus on the preservation of historical literature many works of
historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only hansebooks newly
publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare
and historical knowledge for the future

Adventures of Philip 2015-10-03

excerpt from the adventures of philip on his way through the world shewing who robbed him who
helped him and who passed him by vol 1 of 3 to which is prefixed a shabby genteel story rm 1 1
11 how mas gm ascsmn rvo loncsas 18 iii a smear gsxrssr dims all orssa incr nmrrs or a man
naruns 34 iv in wsrcu ma frrcu raoams ms lovr aim mn brandon rssranss ros wa 54 v comma a can
deal or courmcurn lova dsscnrsss a sums gsxrnsr ass non lon nurse 86 about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The adventures of Philip 1899

the world is a much different place in the 46th century many different beings inhabit the
earth where once humans alone ruled the world fauns centaurs even dragons and dwarves live
peacefully in and with the environment growing up in this world can be challenging and yet
wonderful this is an adventure story of a young faun phillip given the mission of his life he
finds many friends along the way they encounter danger and delight in amazing places that they
have never seen before phillip learns many things about himself and about others along the way
and starts to find his place and purpose in the world then this faun with a heart for healing
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is challenged beyond all expectations can one young faun help change the whole world

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World
2018-02-02

excerpt from the adventures of philip on his way through the world showing who robbed him who
helped him and who passed him by to which is prefixed a shabby genteel story soon after the
marriage the happy pair returned to eng land occupying the house in thames street city until
the death of gann senior when his son becoming head of the firm of gann blubbery quitted the
dismal precincts of billingsgate and colonized in the neighborhood of putney where a neat box
a couple of spare bedrooms a good cellar and a smart gig to drive into and out from town made
a real gentleman of him mrs gann treated him with much scorn to be sure called him a sot and
abused hugely the male com panions that he brought down with him to putney honest james would
listen meekly would yield and would bring down a brace more friends the next day with whom he
would dis cuss his accustomed number of bottles of port about this period a daughter was born
to him called caroline branden burg gann so named after a large mansion near hammersmith and
an injured queen who lived there at the time of the little girl s birth and who was greatly
compassioned and patronized by mrs james gann and other ladies of distinction mrs james was a
lady in those days and gave evening parties of the very first order at this period of time mrs
james gann sent the twins rosalind clancy and isabella finnigan wellesley macarty to a
boarding school for young ladies and grumbled much at the amount of the half years bills which
her husband was called upon to pay for them for though james discharged them with perfect good
humor his lady began to entertain a mean opinion indeed of her pretty young children they
could expect no fortune she said from mr gann and she wondered that he should think of
bringing them up expensively when he had a darling child of his own for whom he was bound to
save all the money that he could lay by about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology
to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

“The” Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1888

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World, Vol. 3
of 3 2017-05-14

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World;
2019-02-20

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
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knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World, Vol. 1
of 3 2015-07-05

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur
that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World
2017-10-13

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1869

The adventures of Philip, vol. III. Catherine: a story 1896

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World Shewing
Who Robbed Him, Who Helped Him and Who Passed Him By, Vol. 1
of 3 2017-02-16

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1867

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World; Showing
who Robbed Him, who Helped Him, and who Passed Him by 1862

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1869

The Adventures of Philip the Faun 2021-08-15

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World
2017-09-12

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World
2015-09-02
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The adventures of Philip 1899

The Adventures of Philip 1860

The Adventures of Philip, Vol. 1 1884

The Adventures of Philip 1910

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1899

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World; Showing
Who Robbed Him, Who Helped Him, and Who Passed Him By. to
Which Is Now Prefixed a Shabby Genteel Story 2015-08-23

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1896

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1869

ADV OF PHILIP ON HIS WAY THROU 2016-08-24

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World ;
Shewing who Robbed Him, who Helped Him, and who Passed Him By.
In Three Volumes 2011

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World .. 1857

The Adventures of Philip, Vol. 2 1884

The Adventures of Philip, on His Way Through the World;
Shewing Who Robbed Him, Who Helped Him, and Who Passed Him by
2016-05-02

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1881

The Adventures of Philip on His Way Through the World 1871
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